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Message from the Editor
President's Podcast
FNCE International
Reception

Hello IAAND Community,
We hope that you and your loved ones are all safe and healthy
and that everyone is having a good start to the fall season.

IAAND Affiliate Awards
Members Showcasing at

If you would like to share any nutrition news or updates, please

FNCE

feel free to send us an email.

New Sponsorship Chair

Thank you for your continued interest and support.

COVID-19 Experience

Marion Eckl, BSc, RDN
Funding Nutrition Projects

IAAND Newsletter Editor, 2019-2021

CR Corner
IAAND Nominations
CDR Nominations
Education Stipends

President's Podcast
International Member Reception - October 17, 2020
Spotlight Session - deadline November 18, 2020
KERI Mini Grants - deadlines extended into 2021

KERI Mini Grants

Joint Symposium - March 6, 2021

Job + Volunteer
Save the Date
https://mailchi.mp/012142fad2df/nmomsn8mrj-1726954
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New Members

FNCE International Reception Goes
Virtual!

https://mailchi.mp/012142fad2df/nmomsn8mrj-1726954
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We are pleased to invite you to the complimentary virtual

Translate

FNCE International Reception this year! We have a fun and

engaging event planned for you where we will get to know one
another, complete some business, and also have fun. We
know you may have virtual fatigue so we have worked hard to
make the reception memorable, meaningful, and different. The
event will happen on:
Date: Saturday, October 17th
Time: 2:00 -4:00 pm EDT
Location: WebEx
Please register here.
To make this event special and to make connections, we are
offering three chances to meet others from around the world all
while getting to know IAAND. We will also hold a silent auction
with e-items and e-opportunities to bid on. All proceeds will
support the Academy Foundation.
We hope to see you on October 17th!

IAAND Affiliate Awards 2020
The Affiliate Awards are given out annually to recognize
dietitians who have contributed greatly in the field of dietetic in
their country and around the world. We would like to
congratulate all winners of the IAAND Affiliate Awards below.
Please join us in our virtual FNCE Award Reception on
October 17th at 2-4:00 pm EDT.

https://mailchi.mp/012142fad2df/nmomsn8mrj-1726954
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Calling All Members Showcasing at
FNCE!
Are you presenting at virtual FNCE with an educational
session or poster? We want to know!
Tell us the date, times, and where we can find
more information. We love to highlight our members’ work and
want to be there to support you. In addition, let us know if you
https://mailchi.mp/012142fad2df/nmomsn8mrj-1726954
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have been highlighted in the Academy journal or have
research published in another peer-review article. We know

Translate

our members are making some great contributions, way to go!
Please, send an email to the President, President-Elect, or
Past President with more details.

Welcome Bella: Sponsorship Chair 2020
We at IAAND would like to introduce and extend a warm
welcome to Bella, the new IAAND Sponsorship Chair 2020!

Coping with the New Norm Amidst the
Pandemic: Southern Philippines
Medical Centre Experience
By: Zenaida F. Velasco, RND, MAP
Country Representative, Philippiines
The pandemic caught everyone by surprise, paralyzing
communities through lockdowns. The Southern Philippines
Medical Center (SPMC) with a bed capacity of 1,500 has been
designated as a COVID-19 testing and treatment center. Aside
from wearing full personal protective equipment (PPE), this
has meant extreme demands and changes within the hospital’s
https://mailchi.mp/012142fad2df/nmomsn8mrj-1726954
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dietary services. The SPMC now has to provide nutritious
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meals three times per day, not only to patients, but also to the
front-line workers.
For patients with COVID-19, dietitians are providing an antiinflammatory diet to alleviate inflammatory reactions (i.e.
fatigue, difficulty breathing, and fever) brought about by a
cytokine storm and respiratory decompensation. An antiinflammatory diet is derived from the Institute of Functional
Medicine’s Elimination Diet which is mainly plant-based
composed of a high protein, gluten-free, dairy-free, no pork

or beef, and fish rich in anti-inflammatory omega-3 fatty acids.
Every patient admitted into COVID-19 areas has also been
supplemented with a polymeric formula twice a day to prevent
muscle wasting and boost the immune system in addition
to probiotics to promote healthy gut function.
Due to the high-risk of exposure and risk of contracting the
disease, clinical dietitians are not permitted to enter the
COVID-19 wards and facilities. Instead, assessment data must
be obtained from the hospital information system. As a result,
a patient’s data may be limited to the following:
Basic Profile (name, age, sex, occupation, height,
weight, BMI)
Medical History (based on previous hospital admissions
in the same institution)
Laboratory Results (all serology/biochemical tests,
urinalysis, and fecalysis)
Nutrition Management History (if patient has
been handled by dietitian in a previous admission)
For other questions relevant to the nutrition assessment of the
patient, clinical dietitians contact the on-duty nurse for further
information. Clearly, a close collaboration with the physician,
dietitian, nurse as well as the caregiver is necessary to provide
an individualized approach. Telehealth counseling has also
been provided for in-patients and out-patients during this time.

An Innovative Approach for Funding
https://mailchi.mp/012142fad2df/nmomsn8mrj-1726954
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Nutrition and Public Health Projects
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By: Denine Stracker, MPH, RDN
IAAND Country Representative of Spain
denine@deninemarie.com; healthoutofhabit.com
Instagram: @healthoutofhabit

Securing funding for nutrition and public health initiatives can
be challenging given decreased budgets, the complexity of
grant criteria, and the time required for writing. Yet, with some
creativity, cross-collaboration, and outside-the-box thinking,
your project visions might be closer to achievable—and
fundable—much more so than you think!
As life expectancy increases, demographic changes are
shifting towards an older population structure with individuals
60 years and over potentially doubling by 2050 (1). With this
transition, we see increased funding opportunities focused on
innovation and entrepreneurship aimed at improving quality of
life in later years and reducing the healthcare burden. The
European Commission identifies this as “a major societal
challenge common to all European countries (2).”
This push for novel approaches in healthy aging is not unique
to Europe and requires bridging science with business to
create models, initiatives, and educational projects effective at
fostering dietary and lifestyle changes at the community,
regional, and national levels. For dietitians, often niched-down
within scientific and academic arenas, tapping into this latest
drive of entrepreneurship and innovation may seem beyond
our skillset. Yet, a knowledge base grounded in the science of
https://mailchi.mp/012142fad2df/nmomsn8mrj-1726954
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nutrition offers dietitians a unique advantage. Our skills,
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ranging from digital health literacy, nutrition, community-based
programming, and education are much needed for the
development of solutions ranging from apps to business
models promoting dietary behavior modification, food safety,
healthy aging, disease prevention, and improved clinical care.
Dietitians can be an asset in these collaborations, in
underscoring the importance of evidence-based nutrition and

scientific integrity by helping secure funding for small start-ups
to large-scale public health projects.
Recently, I had the opportunity to co-create and eventually colaunch a multinational, transdisciplinary project within the
framework of the European Union (EU) Horizon 2020 for
research and innovation. Our team of scientists,
entrepreneurs, dietitians, administrators, and clinicians, guided
by the leadership of the Biomarkers and Nutritional & Food
Metabolomics group at the University of Barcelona, Spain,
secured funding for an educational project aimed at training
professionals to develop commercially viable solutions
grounded in nutrition science.
The Innovating the Joy of Eating for Healthy Aging (INJOY)
Summer School is a three-year project funded by EIT Health, a
Knowledge and Innovation Community (KIC) established by
the European Institute for Innovation & Technology (EIT) to
promote innovation and entrepreneurship across Europe (3).
EIT Health brings together leading healthcare companies,
public and private research centres, and top universities to
create a network to accelerate entrepreneurship and
innovation in healthy living and active ageing. To date, EIT
Health has invested over €40 million (~46,633 USD) in such
educational programs, empowering over 36,224 graduates and
129,000 citizens (4).
The INJOY Summer School is an interdisciplinary collaboration
merging the sectors of food innovation, technology, nutrition
science, public health, business, economics and gerontology.
The aim of the project is to increase awareness of the foods,
patterns, and behaviours associated with healthy living, while
training entrepreneurs how to transform evidence-based
nutrition science into citizen-centric health applications,
https://mailchi.mp/012142fad2df/nmomsn8mrj-1726954
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businesses, start-ups, and services. Students from the fields of
engineering, biomedicine, marketing, biology, healthcare,
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medicine, food technology, pharmacy, and nutrition take part in
a 10-day training, which is designed to blend entrepreneurial
and innovative concepts and health application components
related to empowering consumers to self-manage diet and
health. The final day of the training students present their
entrepreneurial project business models and receive feedback
from a panel of experts.
Such novel approaches to health promotion might afford
dietitians the perfect opportunity to secure funding and to train
the next generation of entrepreneurs and innovators translating
the science of nutrition into meaningful and effective health
solutions designed to modify dietary and lifestyle behaviors.
References
(1) United Nations Department of Economic and Social
Affairs/Population Division. World Population Prospects: The
2017 Revision, Key Findings and Advance Tables (2017)
(2) Tsz Ning Mak, Sandra Caldeira. European Commission.
JRC Science and Policy Reports. The Role of Nutrition in
Active and Healthy Ageing For prevention and treatment of
age-related diseases: evidence so far. 2014.
(3) EIT Health. Innovating the Joy of Eating for Healthy Aging.
Accessed September 20, 2020.
https://eithealth.eu/project/injoy-innovating-the-joy-of-eatingfor- healthy-ageing/
(4) EIT Health. Who We Are. Accessed September 20, 2020.
https://eithealth.eu/what-we-do/education/

Country Representatives Corner (1st
Quarter FY 2020-2021)
Compiled and Edited by: CR Chair Melinda Boyd DCN, MPH,
MHR, RD, FAND and
CR Chair-Elect Rupal Shah MSc, CDE, UGC Net Qualified
https://mailchi.mp/012142fad2df/nmomsn8mrj-1726954
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Thank you IAAND members for taking the time to read the
following summaries of the reports submitted by our country
representatives (CR)s. As you can see, our CRs have started
the new fiscal year off right! Below you will find a compilation of
both their IAAND involvement and personal/professional work
taking place during the 1st quarter of FY 2020-2021. Feel free
to reach out to any of the CRs if you find their work interesting,
have questions about their country, or have questions about
anything found in their report. Their contact information can be
located on the list found here:
Australia (Kristen MacKenzie-Shalders)
Connected via email with members for introduction and
possibility of a meet-up function (poll), delayed in person meetup, and on diversity policy and check-in. All members were
contacted who joined/left. Helped dietitian coming from USA to
Australia with the needed information.
Ecuador (Maria Gabriela Cucalon (Gaby))
Communicated with the Guayas Local Nutritionist Association
(ANUG) about working together on an activity with IAAND.
Presented at a local seminar for students and professionals
and shared the opportunities that IAAND offers and invited
them to participate.
India (Rupal Shah)
Answered queries regarding Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics (AND) membership and procedure. Also, in
discussion regarding Indian Dietetic Association (IDA) &
IAAND collaboration. Professionally, participated in virtual
webinar/conferences and wrote article for IAAND newsletter.
Israel (Abigail Navarro)
https://mailchi.mp/012142fad2df/nmomsn8mrj-1726954
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Sent out a welcome email to all. Professionally, received a
PhD diploma. Became lecturer as faculty member at the
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Health Sciences and Nutrition Department. Also, preparing for
IBCLC certification.
Malaysia (Siew Lan NG)
Professionally, preparing for a TV show with healthy food and
cooking.
Moldova (Tatiana Diacova)
Drafted an official letter to local universities (University of
Technology of Moldova and State University of Medicine and
Pharmacy) to advertise the opportunity for their students to join
AND. Reached out to a local website to promote IAAND and its
activities. Professionally, serving as a website coordinator for
the first ever Science Communication Conference in LA
(ComSciCon LA). It is a competitive conference/workshop for
graduate students and postdoctoral scholars who are
interested in science communication. Attendance is free.
Applications will be open from October 1st to Dec 4th, 2020.
The conference will be held virtually in April 2023. Also working
with a nutrition blog NutriBites to contribute short, nutritionrelated articles.
Philippines (Zenaida Velasco)
Emailed members to remind them about the renewal of
membership fees. Coordinated about the discounted rate for
AND dues renewal. Posted in ND updates and announced
during a webinar.
Qatar (Karla Padrelanan)
Request received regarding Arab-speaking bariatric dietitian.
Also, reverted back to request for any available job opportunity
in Qatar or how to find one. Professionally, participated as
speaker in a webinar with the topic, “Board Certified
Specialization Pathway” on August 28, 2020.
Sweden (Maria Gustafsson)
Sent out a welcome email to all and reminded of the deadline
for early bird pricing for FNCE.
Switzerland (Louise Pollard)
https://mailchi.mp/012142fad2df/nmomsn8mrj-1726954
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Answered queries regarding opportunities to work for nonprofit organizations, university, or other opportunities for
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dietitians in Switzerland. Also, received another request
regarding volunteer opportunities in Switzerland.
Taiwan (Winnie Lin)
Sent out a welcome email to all with announcement regarding
FNCE registrations and IAAND survey.
United Kingdom (Charmain Tan)
Sent welcome letter to members and updated them with
IAAND news, webinars, and FNCE early bird registration &
surveys. Acted as a bridge between Hong Kong and the UK by
exchanging continuing education and job opportunities.
Contacted dropped members. Answered three requests for
work opportunities and working visas after finding me through
the Academy, IAAND website, or knowing me as CR of UK.
Professionally, coaching groups online regarding Diabetes
Prevention Program.
United States (Dustin Reed + Elizabeth Marino-Costello)
Currently working on planning committee for the first ever
virtual FNCE IAAND reception.

IAAND Nominations! Deadline Oct. 20th
IAAND Call for nominations!
IAAND is calling for nominations for the BOD Leadership
position. These positions will be on the IAAND ballot for
member voting and the term will start in June 2021. Board
members receive reimbursement for travel related expenses to
attend the annual Board meeting after FNCE.
President Elect
The President-Elect assists the President to provide leadership
and direction to IAAND in order to achieve the aims of the
affiliate in accordance with Mission and Vision, Strategic Plans,
Bylaws, and Policies and Procedures of the Academy of
Nutrition and Dietetics and IAAND. The President-Elect reports
to the President, serves as a voting member of the Board of
https://mailchi.mp/012142fad2df/nmomsn8mrj-1726954
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Directors, incorporates assigned Leadership Team members’
progress in their BOD report, reviews minutes from BOD/LT
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teleconferences/meetings, etc. The President-Elect serves the
first year of a 3-year term; President the second year; followed
by one year as Past President.
Secretary-Treasurer
The Secretary/Treasurer is the chief financial officer of IAAND.
The Secretary-Treasurer supports planning and documenting
of BOD/LT Teleconferences meetings, oversees financial
operations, Chairs the Finance Committee, oversees the
Fundraising Chair activities, and participates in annual review
of assigned policies and procedures. The Secretary-Treasurer
should demonstrate good note-taking/report keeping skills
(solicit reports/drafts agendas, minutes, etc.) and knowledge of
basic financial concepts (budgeting and account
management). The Secretary-Treasurer serves a 2-year term.
Strategic Communications Chair
The Strategic Communications Chair is the chair of Strategic
Communications Committee, including the Social Media Chair,
Membership Services Chair, Newsletter Editor, and Media
Representative Chair. The Strategic Communications Chair
ensures that all member communication is sent out in a timely
manner, ensures active IAAND communication with members
and external organizations/individual, and that all
communications/messages provide a consistent message in
accordance with the Strategic Plan and Policies. The Strategic
Communications Chair serves a 2-year term.
Know someone with great leadership? Send in your
nomination/s to this email. Please include nominee’s name,
email, and leadership position. The deadline is October 20th.

CDR Nominations: Deadline Nov. 6th
Nominate yourself for a position on the Commission for
Dietetic Registration (CDR)!
The CDR Nominating Committee is looking for interested RDN
nominees with a research understanding and background to
https://mailchi.mp/012142fad2df/nmomsn8mrj-1726954
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run. This year, two positions will be elected. Nominations may
be submitted by this online form.
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If you have questions, send an email. Self-nomination is
encouraged!

Education Stipends: Deadline Nov. 30th
Twice annually, IAAND competitively selects member
applications to receive one of the following three educational
stipend awards to attend or present at a food/nutrition-related
educational event, such as a conference or workshop (virtual
or in-person). Educational events MUST be held between
January 30th to May 31st. Application is due November 30th
and is currently open for the following categories:

1. One $250 student member stipend to attend an event
2. One $250 non-student member stipend to attend an
event

3. One $500 stipend for a member from any membership
category to present at an event.
To be considered for an educational stipend, applicants must
meet membership criteria, have completed the application form
according to the guidelines, and have not been awarded a
stipend within the past three years. All stipends are awarded in
USD after the event has occurred and only after all stipend
awardee requirements have been fulfilled. All applications
must be submitted online. More information can be found here.
To access the application, you must be a member and log-in.

KERI Grant Extension: Into 2021
We have extended the deadline for the KERI Mini Grant into
2021!
We would like to encourage our IAAND members from Africa
to submit an application for the three mini grants ($500 each)
for their adaptation and translation of the KERI Toolkit (one
presentation and related handout) into an African language
https://mailchi.mp/012142fad2df/nmomsn8mrj-1726954
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(toolkit not already available in Arabic).
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In order to apply, the applicant must 1) be a KERI member, 2)
be an IAAND member, and 3) are from or currently living in an
African country.
Please, visit our website here for more details.

Job + Volunteer Opportunities
Clinical Dietitian
NHS Dietetic Service
Dumfries & Galloway, Scotland
Human Nutrition Post-Doctoral Fellowship
United States Department of Agriculture
United States of America
Nutritionist/Dietitian
MCH Aust
Home-Office, Australia
Do you know of an open nutrition position in your country or
region? Please send job postings to
newsletter@eatrightoverseas.org to be included in the next
eNews.
Note: Positions are not necessarily endorsed by IAAND or the
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.

Save the Dates: Upcoming Conferences and
Events
Food and Nutrition Conference & Expo
Virtual Event, October 17-20, 2020
International Congress of Dietetics (ICD)
Cape Town, South Africa, September 1-3, 2021
XVII Congreso Latinoamericano de Nutrición Clínica, Terapia
https://mailchi.mp/012142fad2df/nmomsn8mrj-1726954
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Nutricional y Metabolismo (FELANPE)
Guayaquil, Ecuador, July 2-6, 2021
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International Congress of Nutrition
Tokyo, Japan, September 14-19, 2021
Sociedad Latinoamericana de Nutrición (SLAN)
Asunción, Paraguay, October 31-November 4, 2021
Note: Training events are not necessarily endorsed by IAAND
or the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

New Members and Supporters
The IAAND would like to give a warm welcome to our new
members and supporters:
ARGENTINA
Yanin Lopez
AUSTRALIA
Melinda Clifford
Hongru Wan
BARBADOS
Sheila Forde
Georgina Hall
CANADA
Hazel Fernandez
Arshad Humayun
Jillian Paulmark
Marcia Stodalka
CHINA
Fan Wu
Iligeng Xiong
GHANA
Gladys Peprah

https://mailchi.mp/012142fad2df/nmomsn8mrj-1726954
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HONG KONG
Fuk Tan Chow
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Sallie Leung
KUWAIT
Angela Al Azar
LEBANON
Bann Al Hajjar
Andrea Asaroulla
Sabine Merheb
LITHUANIA
Kristina Aalnieraita
NIGERIA
Ihuoma Nnadi
PHILIPPINES
Aleli Elizabeth Magtibay
QATAR
Azza Gamaleldin
THAILAND
Janejira Asvatanakul
TURKEY
Merve Tigli
United Arab Emirates
Thahnah Almansouri
Eman Faroukh
UNITED KINGDOM
Megan Hodges
UNITED STATES
Sara Alotaishan
Flavia de Moura
Anabella Harari
Theresa Jardine
https://mailchi.mp/012142fad2df/nmomsn8mrj-1726954
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Karen Khayat
Tracey Linneweber
Monica Menser
Getrude Mphwanthe
Kanal Qureshi
Noorahuda Saei
Pradtana Tapanee
Angela van Allman
Faith Wright

IAAND on Facebook IAAND on Twitter IAAND on the Web

IAAND Mission is…
Empower members though professional development and promote international collaboration in the global nutrition and
dietetics community
IAAND envisions a future where there is …
A global community of dietitians engaged in food and nutrition related health initiatives with diverse populations
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